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The main techniques for ultrasound (US)-guided thoracic paravertebral

block (TPVB) are sagittal paramedian (SP) and transverse (T, lateral to

medial). A goal of TPVB is to safely guide a needle tip into a thoracic

paravertebral space without striking the lungs. In TPVB-SP
1
, a sharp

needle insertion angle to avoid the transverse processes and an

unfavorable insonation beam incidence angle to the lungs make the

needle and lungs hard to acquire in an US image. For TPVB-T
2
, the needle

and lungs are easier to acquire in an US image but the needle trajectory is

towards the neuroforamen and risks spinal cord injury because needle

advancement/catheter placement are towards the neuraxis. A technique

where the needle and lung are readily acquired in an US image but

without aiming a needle at the spine is therefore desirable. In addition,

conventional US imaging of 3D anatomy generates 2D cross-sections,

creating cross-sectional literacy issues for spatially-challenged users and

novices and making it hard, even for experts, to fully appreciate the 3D

anatomy as it relates to TPVB.

To help trainees develop 3D, anatomical mental models and map 2D sonoanatomy

onto 3D anatomy, visual augmentation was added to a mixed reality simulator of

thoracic regional anesthesia via a 3D, real-time, color visualization of a virtual

anatomic thoracic spine, probe/insonation plane and needle corresponding to the

position and orientation of a tracked physical spine and US probe and needle

counterparts, respectively (see Fig. 1).

Fig 2a. The SP-Oblique in the mixed reality simulator 

While working with the simulator with its 3D visualization activated, an expert in

TPVB (BI) developed a modified sagittal paramedian oblique (SP-oblique) TPVB

technique that enhances needle visibility in the US image without directing the

needle at the spine. When the recommended TPVB-SP insonation plane (12

o’clock) is modified to SP-oblique (11 or 1 o’clock; Fig. 2a), the needle enters over a

rib (lower, more ventral bony obstacle than the transverse process), allowing a

shallower trajectory that makes the needle easier to acquire in the US image and

more optimal imaging of the lung (Fig. 2b). After extensive simulator-based

evaluation, the modified TPVB-SP-oblique technique was successfully reproduced

on patients and locally adopted into clinical practice.

Fig 2b. The SP-Oblique in an actual patient 
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Our hypothesis that 3D visualization helped develop the modified

technique is supported by the observation that although our clinical

co-authors used the US-guided SP TPVB technique for years, the

subtly different SP-oblique approach (including its advantages) was

previously unknown and did not occur to them, until 3D

visualization became available through the mixed reality simulator.
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Fig 1. The mixed reality simulator 


